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In Chapter 11, we talked about the smooth working of the price adjustment in
solving the wants of consumers and producers. This is a great virtue of a per-
fectly competitive market structure. But is it the best in some sense, for society or

the economy? The answer is yes—under certain conditions. This is a profound result
as it means that in some situations, in a decentralised market economy in which no
economic agent has any market power, there is no need for any policy intervention.
A laissez faire or a completely free market approach is indeed the best policy.

Because this result holds in some conditions, it is quite useful since this implies
that the rationale for an economic policy intervention arises when the actual con-
ditions deviate from those ‘ideal conditions’. The nature of the deviation then dic-
tates the kind of policy intervention or the nature of the corrective measures. In
this chapter, we will probe into normative economics and the foundations of eco-
nomic policy.

SOCIAL WELFARE

Since we are talking about the society’s interest, we must define some notion of
social welfare. In the context of a market for a single good, in equilibrium a cer-
tain amount is produced, which, on one hand, costs the society in terms of
resources used and, on the other, benefits the society in terms of providing con-
sumption. Thus we may define it as

(12.1)

It can be expressed in another way. Assume that the total social utility is same as
the total utility to the consumers of the product. Similarly, assume that the total
social cost of production is equal to the total cost of production faced by the pro-
ducers. Under these assumptions, we can write W = total utility to the consumers −
total cost to the producers. Next, recall from Chapter 5 that consumer surplus is
defined as the total utility measured in money − the total expenditure on the prod-
uct. Substituting this into the last expression of W, we then have social surplus =
consumer surplus + {total expenditure on the product − the total cost to the
producers}. Note that the total expenditure on the product is, by definition, the
total revenues accruing to the firms. Hence, the term inside the curly brackets is
simply the profits or producer surplus of the firms. Therefore, we can rewrite,

(12.2)

This is quite intuitive. In the market for a good there are two types of economic
agents—consumers and producers. Social welfare, as defined in (12.2), is simply
the sum of the welfare of the two parties.
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Measuring Social Welfare

Figure 12.1 depicts the market demand curve and the market supply curve of a
particular good. The competitive equilibrium is attained at the point E, with the
price equal to p0 and the quantity equal to y0.

Focus now on the demand curve. Remember from Chapter 5 that the concept of
consumer surplus presumes that the total utility from consuming a product, meas-
ured in money, which may be termed as the total gross benefit, is equal to the area
under the demand curve. Thus if, for example, the amount y1 is consumed, the total
gross benefit = area 0ACy1. If y2 is consumed, it is equal to 0ADy2 and so on.

We have already learnt that the supply curve represents the marginal costs at
various levels of output and also that the area under the marginal cost curve is the
total variable cost. Thus, the area under the supply curve equals the total variable
cost. For instance, at the output y1, it is equal to the area 0BGy1 and so on.

Hence, applying the definition (12.1), social welfare at any given quantity = Area
under the demand curve–area under the supply curve–total fixed costs (TFC).

Being a given amount, TFC does not matter in comparing social surplus asso-
ciated with different quantities. For convenience, we can ignore it (that is, assume
TFC = 0) and say that the social welfare or the social surplus (W) = Area between
the demand curve and the supply curve.

For example, at y1, W = ACGB and at y2, W = ADHB. At any point to the right
of y0, the expression of W is a bit different. For instance, at y3, W = 0AFy3 − 0BKy3 =
AEB – EFK.

Socially Optimal Output and the Competitive Equilibrium

Now we can easily compare social surplus at various quantity levels. For instance,
W at y2 is greater than W at y1. More generally, as we consider higher and higher
levels of output to the left of y0, the social surplus is greater. At y0, it is equal to
area AEB. Moreover, if we consider any level of output higher than y0 (such as y3),
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Figure 12.1 Measuring Social Welfare
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W is less. It then follows that the social surplus is maximised at y0. This is where
price is equal to marginal cost, that is, p = MC is the condition for social surplus
maximisation or, what is called, social efficiency. The economic rationale behind
it is that having an extra unit of a product provides utility to the society equal to
the marginal utility, which, in turn, is equal to the price of the product, and the
extra social cost of having it is its marginal cost. Therefore, the social surplus is
maximised when the extra benefit or utility is equal to the extra cost.

Notice immediately that the condition p = MC holds under perfect competition,
that is, in terms of Figure 12.1, y0 is the amount produced in competitive equilib-
rium. Thus, the social surplus is maximised, that is, social efficiency is attained at
the competitive equilibrium. In other words, a competitive market structure
serves society the best when social welfare is defined and measured in the way we
have. It is indeed a central result in the whole of the science of economics.

And no one as yet has described the beauty of this result more tellingly than
Adam Smith. According to him, in a perfectly competitive market, every one, a
producer or a consumer, is maximising his/her self-interest (either utility or
profit), being guided by the market price on which he/she has no control. No one
is doing any one else any direct favour. Yet pursuing self-interest serves the soci-
ety’s interest. Put differently in a perfectly competitive market of the kind we have
studied, there is no conflict between individual interest and social interest. We
have ‘proved’ this geometrically, but it can be proven in a very general setting
(which is beyond our scope).

MARKET FAILURES

This central result then implies that a market fails to perform in the best interests
of the society that is, there is a market failure if either the market structure is not
perfectly competitive or there are conditions within a competitive market such
that private interests do not match with the interests of society. Some of the non-
competitive market structures and the policy implications in such markets will be
discussed in the following chapters. Here, in the remainder of this chapter, we will
identify some of the situations in which there is a market failure even when the
market is perfectly competitive.

Externalities

In Chapter 9, a distinction was drawn between private cost and social cost based
on the presence of some externality. If such a situation exists, the quantity at which
social welfare is maximised differs from the competitive equilibrium and the
‘market fails’.

Recall from Chapter 9 the example of a negative externality, where a set of fac-
tories are emitting pollution and causing health problems for the surrounding
neighbourhoods. The social marginal cost (SMC) at each level of output is greater
than the private marginal cost (PMC). This is illustrated in Figure 12.2. The private
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marginal cost curve is the competitive supply curve as in Figure 12.1 and the com-
petitive equilibrium holds at the quantity y0. However, the total social cost is the
area under the social marginal cost curve. Thus, the social surplus is maximised at
the intersection of the demand curve and the social marginal cost curve. The corre-
sponding quantity is ys, which is the socially optimal level of output. Clearly, the
market fails. More exactly, the market ‘overproduces’ compared to what is best for
the society (by the amount ysy0 in Figure 12.2). The economic reason is clear. That is,
private producers, in the pursuit of their self-interest, do not take into considera-
tion the negative externality they are causing to society. That is why they are over-
producing in comparison to what is most desirable for society.

What is then the corrective measure? It is to tax the producers such that their
own (private) cost, equal to the marginal production cost plus the tax per unit of
output, coincides with the social marginal cost. Such a tax shifts the equilibrium
from y0 to ys. In other words, the optimal policy intervention is to impose a tax on
output, exactly equal to the marginal externality cost (in the example, the health
cost of pollution) being imposed on the society. Put simply, the optimal policy is
to make the producers pay for the health cost of the society.

Mark, however, that if the government imposes a very heavy tax such that the
tax-inclusive marginal private cost curve lies to the left of the social marginal cost
curve, the social surplus is not maximised. It is because the product, though caus-
ing pollution, is nonetheless used for society’s consumption and generates obvi-
ous benefits. Thus, taxing it too much leads to such a large reduction of this benefit
that it outweighs the extra benefit from reduced pollution. Some well-meaning yet
overenthusiastic environmentalists seem to sometimes overlook this and clamour
for draconian measures to curtail production of goods that cause pollution. Our
economic analysis says that in designing policy, we should, of course, take into
consideration the pollution cost to the society but the benefit side of industrial
goods should not be ignored. What is called for is a measurement of the (health)
cost of pollution or the cost of a negative externality, and a policy which comen-
surates with the measured cost.1

DD

Marginal Cost:
Social

Marginal Cost:
Private

Quantityys
0 y0

Figure 12.2 A Negative Externality

1Of course, a long-term policy would be to encourage new environment-friendly technologies.
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Figure 12.3 illustrates the optimal intervention issue in a different way. It
measures the output tax along the x-axis. Increasing the tax rate, on one hand, has
the benefit of reducing production and thereby reducing pollution or the negative
externality. This defines the marginal benefit curve resulting from increasing the
tax rate. On the other hand, less output means less consumption of the good,
which is a cost to the society. In our example, the chemicals produced by the
chemical factories could be used in various useful drugs, so that the less the out-
put, the less is the availability of useful drugs for various ailments. This is
captured by the marginal cost curve. The intersection of the two curves defines the
magnitude of the optimal tax rate—and this is the tax rate at which the private
producers’ tax-inclusive marginal cost curve coincides with the social marginal
cost curve in Figure 12.2. Such an optimal tax rate is called a Pigovian tax, named
after a famous English economist Arthur Pigou, who was the first to separate the
private cost from the social cost and analyse how the government, by mixing taxes
and subsidies, can correct market failures.

There is still another way to look at a Pigovian tax, as in Figure 12.4. It meas-
ures the tax rate on the x-axis, while social welfare is measured on the y–axis.
When the tax rate is zero, social welfare is measured at 0A, which is the free
market level of welfare. As the tax rate is gradually increased, the gap between the

Social
Marginal

Cost

Marginal
Benefit

Production Taxts
0

Figure 12.3 Negative Externality and the Pigovian Tax

Social Welfare

Taxts
0 t

A

Figure 12.4 Pigovian Tax Once Again
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private and the social cost gets narrowed and, as a result, social welfare gradually
improves. It attains maximum level at the tax ts; this is where the social marginal
cost is equal to the private marginal cost. Beyond this, there is again a discrepancy
between social and private costs and the level of social welfare falls with an
increase in the tax. At any tax rate above the associated level of welfare is even
less than 0A, the welfare level associated with no intervention. The point is that
high-handed, heavy policy interventions have the danger of making the matter
worse as compared to a free market approach, even if there exists a reason for pol-
icy intervention.

So far we have concentrated on negative externalities. But there can be positive
externalities. Consider the nursery industry in a town. Suppose there are many
nursery firms spread out within a city. While these sell plants to customers, their
very presence cleans the air and offers greenery. In this case, the social marginal
cost curve is below the private marginal cost, implying that the socially optimal
output is greater than the free market level of competitive output. The market also
fails in such a situation. What is the optimal policy intervention? It is a production
subsidy, that is, a negative Pigovian tax.

Now consider a slightly different situation. Suppose a competitive industry has
two groups of firms—one having technology that is environmental friendly, that
is, it does not cause pollution problems and the other having polluting technology
(as in our original example). Both groups of firms coexist. Without loss of gener-
ality, let there be one firm in each group. Let these firms be called firm 1 (the
‘clean’ firm) and firm 2 (the ‘dirty’ one).

Here also the social marginal cost exceeds the private marginal cost for the
industry as a whole. Figure 12.2 applies. A free, competitive industry will produce
more (at a point like y0) than what is socially efficient (ys). Some kind of a produc-
tion tax is required to improve social efficiency.

Consider first a uniform production tax on both firms such that their marginal
cost curves shift upward and the amount ys is produced in equilibrium by both
firms together. That is, this tax policy leads the industry to produce a total amount
that is consistent with social efficiency. But is this policy intervention the most effi-
cient or simply the efficient? The answer is ‘no’, because in this case efficiency is
governed not just by the total amount produced but also by an allocation of this
total output.

More precisely, the overall social efficiency requires the condition p = SMC1 =
SMC2, where SMC stands for social marginal cost. Since firm 1 does not pollute,
SMC1 = PMC1, where PMC stands for private marginal cost. But for firm 2, SMC2 =
PMC2 + MCx, where MCx is the marginal cost of pollution. Thus the efficiency con-
ditions can be stated as:

p = PMC1 = PMC2 + MCx.

That p must equal PMC1 implies that firm 1 should not be taxed at all, whereas
p = PMC2 + MCx means that firm 2 should be taxed, as in our original example,
with the marginal tax being equal to MCx.

t ,
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Hence the best policy intervention is to impose an appropriate Pigovian tax
only on firm 2, which pollutes and thus causes negative externality. There is no
need to tax firm 1, which is not causing any harm to others.

We have looked at externalities caused by some production activities and how
these are imposed on the consumers or households. There are examples of exter-
nalities caused by one production activity towards another, or by one type of
consumption activity towards others. A prime example of the latter is smoking.
Smoking by smokers causes health problems for others too who inhale it. Therefore,
a free market equilibrium in terms of producing and consuming cigarettes is not
socially optimal. There is over-consumption of this demerit good. What is the
nature of optimal policy? It is a tax on the consumption of cigarettes. The sales tax
imposed on cigarettes serves this purpose. Also, various public-area restrictions for
smokers can be viewed as taxing cigarette consumption (insofar as it increases the
inconvenience of smoking in public). By the way, in 2007 Chandigarh became the
first smoke-free city in India.

Public Goods

Governments intervene in different markets not just by taxing or subsidising a
product or service but also by becoming the supplier. We are referring here to not
just running a business in the so-called public sector but also providing basic ser-
vices like national defence, administrative services and so on.

The latter are public goods. By definition, a pure public good is one having two
characteristics—non-rivalry and non-excludability. Non-rivalry means that, if a
fixed amount of the good is available for consumption, one person’s consumption
of it does not reduce the amount available for others. Think of national defence. In
a sense we ‘consume’ national defence in that it provides us a service of safety. A
fixed magnitude of national defence is enjoyed by all of us. The availability of
national defence to you does not reduce the availability of it to me. In other words,
we are not ‘rivals’ in consuming the national defence service. As another example,
think of plantation of trees along national highways to prevent soil erosion as well
as provide greenery and a clean environment. This service is available to all. My
enjoyment of looking at the greenery does not reduce anything of what is avail-
able to you. Formally, if you and I each demand a public good equal to, say, y our
total demand for this good is equal to y, not 2y.

Non-excludability means that if it is available to one, it is available to all. No
one can be excluded. It is not same as non-rivalry. Consider, for example, a fenced
enjoyment park, which is only available to those who pay an entrance fee. Non-
excludability does not hold here because those who do not pay can be excluded.
But it is characterised by non-rivalry. If you and I both pay and enter the park, your
consumption of the services of the park does not reduce mine (unless of course it
is too crowded, so that the presence of other people hinders my enjoyment).

As we will now see, both these characteristics together create a situation where a
public good cannot be provided by a private entrepreneur.

Consider non-excludability first. Since no one can be excluded, everyone will
expect others to pay for it and, once the service is available, expect to consume it
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free. That is, everyone will have the incentive to free ride on others. This is what
is called a free rider problem, meaning that every one recognises that if others pay
for a product or service, she/he does not have to pay and therefore no one has an
incentive to pay. It is like saying that ‘I prefer more police protection in trains. But,
I do not want to pay for it because I know that if others somehow pay for it, I will
enjoy the benefit too’. The end result is that only a few end up paying for the serv-
ice. Thus, it will not be profitable for a private entrepreneur to supply the service.
The market fails.

The problem caused by the non-rivalry characteristic of the public good can be
understood via Figure 12.5. Suppose there are two individuals, A and B. Their
demand curves for the public good are given respectively by the lines AB and DE.
How does the aggregate demand curve look like? Unlike that of a private good, the
aggregate demand for a public good is the vertical, not the horizontal, summation
of the individual demand curves. In Figure 12.5, the lines AB and DE are added ver-
tically to obtain the line GFE, which is the aggregate demand curve. How?

Suppose that the total available quantity is y0. Because it is a public good, non-
rivalry implies that y0 is available to A and B each. From A’s demand curve, his
total utility is equal to 0Aay0, the area under his demand curve. Similarly, the total
utility to B is equal to the area 0Ddy0. The total utility to the two individuals
together is equal to the area 0Ggy0, under the line GFE. The same holds at any
other level of total quantity available for consumption—the total utility of the
individuals together equals the corresponding area under the line GFE. It follows
that the height of GFE at any given level of consumption, for example, gy0, meas-
ures the society’s marginal willingness to pay, which is the price. Thus GFE is the
aggregate or the market demand curve.

Assume that there is no difference between the private cost and the social cost
(that is, there are no externalities of the kind discussed earlier). Let MC be con-
stant, which is shown by the horizontal line. (If MC is constant and there are no
fixed costs, it must be equal to the average cost, that is, AC = MC.)
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Figure 12.5 Non-rivalry of Public Goods and Market Failure
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Where is social surplus maximised? It occurs at point g, with the total quantity
equal to y0. The question is—will this quantity be provided by a competitive,
private market?

The answer is no. The problem is that a private producer cannot charge the
‘right’ price to each consumer because at the level of the common quantity con-
sumed (as it is a public good), each consumer has a different marginal valuation—
it is pA for consumer A and pB for consumer B. If the price pA is charged to both
consumers, it is too low for consumer B and hence social surplus is not max-
imised; if pB is charged, it is too high for consumer A and thus at this price also,
the social surplus is not maximised. Any other price is not right for any individ-
ual, and hence not right for society.

How about consumer A being charged pA and consumer B being charged pB? In
principle, this will maximise social welfare. But there are two problems. First,
almost surely, the private producer will not have information about the true valu-
ation by each and every individual because every one has an incentive to reveal a
near-zero valuation for the product in order to free ride. Second, even if it is possible
to know their true valuation, it will be extremely costly to exercise such price
discrimination across so many consumers. The end result is that the market fails.

This is why the government steps in such situations and provides public goods
by financing it through (compulsory) taxes.

Minimum Consumption of Food by the Poor

The total social utility measured by the area under the market demand curve
drawn in Figure 12.1 neither tells us or ‘cares’, so to speak, who consumes how
much. Like in our analysis of famine in Chapter 11, if Figure 12.l depicts the total
market for an essential product like food, it is possible that out of the total quantity
consumed y0, the poor are able to consume—rather afford—only a small portion of
it, less than what is needed for normal nourishment. In other words, under nour-
ishment may be present in a competitive equilibrium as depicted in Figure 12.1.

Therefore, any reasonable notion of social welfare should not ignore it. It must
place a higher weight on a poor person’s consumption of a necessity like food
than that on a relatively rich person’s consumption of it. Then, clearly, the com-
petitive equilibrium does not maximise social welfare, that is, the market fails. The
best corrective measure must involve subsidising the food consumption of the
relatively poor such that no one is under nourished. Put differently, a targeted
food subsidy programme is the best policy option. This is indeed the rationale
behind the PDS/TPDS system in India.

However, how should such a programme be operationalised? This is where the
problem of our PDS/TPDS programme lies. If the government itself takes upon
the task of procuring and distributing food for the poor (as it has been thus far),
inefficiencies are bound to creep in. Instead, some sort of a food stamp pro-
gramme is likely to be a more efficient way of executing the scheme because such
a programme can be implemented through the private market system and thus
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would not require resources needed for the tasks of separate procurement and
separate distribution via fair price shops.

Redistribution

The formula (12.2) and the corresponding Figure 12.1 presume that the marginal
valuation of one rupee is same for everyone. But in a society where there is a lot
of economic inequality, this is not a good assumption. A very poor man’s valu-
ation of Rs 100 is very different from that of a millionaire. Thus, some considera-
tion of distribution of income and wealth is desirable in any concept of social or
collective well-being. A free competitive market, resulting in a very unequal soci-
ety, with career opportunities not affordable to many cannot be construed as
working in the best interests of the society.

If redistribution is an objective, what is then the right policy intervention? The
answer is a progressive income tax system, meaning a relatively high rate for the
rich and a relatively low rate for the poor. It is good to know that most countries
do follow a progressive income tax system.2

Other Reasons for Market Failure

There are other sources of market failure, such as various forms of asymmetric
information. For instance, think of an attempt by an Indian firm to introduce a
product in the international market. The firm knows that the quality of its prod-
uct is very good. But suppose that the customers in the international market do
not know the quality of the Indian product (as it is new in the market and Indian
products are yet to make a reputation). Hence, they will not be willing to pay a
price commensurate with the cost of producing such a high-quality product. It is
a situation of asymmetric information—product quality is known to the produc-
ers but not to the consumers.

In this situation, it is quite possible that in a free market, the Indian firm will
incur a loss and, therefore, may not be able to enter the international market. This
is clearly not an optimal situation. Subsidising such a firm till it is able to establish
the reputation of its quality will improve social welfare.

Asymmetric information is typically present in credit markets. A lender may not
know the credit record of a potential borrower. That is, a borrower knows his/her
‘type’ but the lender does not. Thus a lender may not be able to distinguish a good
borrower from a bad borrower. The result is that all borrowers, good and bad alike,
will be rationed in some ways by the creditors. This is not socially optimal. What
is the right policy intervention? It is to develop and maintain a nation-wide com-
puterised database that keeps tab of a person’s past credit record.3

2If a tax system is too progressive, it creates negative work incentives and also encourages tax-evasive behaviour.

3India is currently in the process of developing such a database.
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FIRST-BEST AND SECOND-BEST

If you go back to our earlier example of two groups of firms, one of which causes a
negative externality to households, we saw that a uniform tax on both groups of
firms reduces pollution, no doubt, but taxing only the group of firms that cause
pollution was the best policy intervention. The latter is an example of a first-best
policy intervention—generally defined as that policy intervention, which addresses
the source of market failure in the most efficient manner. In comparison, a general
production tax on both firms, which brings about the correct amount of total output
but not the optimal allocation of it among the firms, is welfare-improving but not the
best; it is an example of what is called a second-best intervention.

The distinction between the first-best and second-best policies is important since
it clearly brings out what is the best among many policy options that work towards
a particular goal (for example, reducing pollution). Indeed, in reality, governments
do adopt, in many situations, second-best, not first-best policy measures.

For example, tax revenues are important for any government to function and to
provide public goods like national defence, national highways, an administrative
system and so on. Recall the discussion in Chapter 5 on direct versus indirect tax.
Our conclusion was that income tax is a better method to raise revenue than an
indirect tax. If raising revenue is the objective, then taxing income is the first-best
option. Yet, for decades, India partly justified its use of heavy import-tariff regime
on the grounds that tariffs are necessary for revenue purposes. An import tariff is
an indirect tax as it changes the price of the imported goods for the consumers and
producers. Thus tariffs are, at best, a second-best solution to raise revenues.

If we go back to our discussion of the PDS system, a blanket policy under
which almost every household is entitled to some amount of grain at low prices is
only a second-best policy, whereas a targeted PDS system (TPDS) is, at least in prin-
ciple, the first-best.4

Consider a macro example. In the days of a pegged exchange rate system, India
used various policies to help out its export sector. One of these was to use a
favourable exchange rate for an export-oriented production unit. But manipulat-
ing the exchange rate has implications towards a country’s balance of payments.
Thus, it is only a second-best policy, whereas the most direct and the first-best pol-
icy option is to provide a direct production subsidy—if promoting this sector is
the objective.

In general, the first-best intervention is one that addresses the ‘problem’ most
directly and specifically without affecting other sectors or units in the economy.

A SUM-UP: CONSERVATISM VERSUS LIBERALISM

We started out by saying that a freely functioning, competitive market structure
serves a society’s interest the best. But we also saw how competitive markets may

4As we discussed earlier, there are costs involved and other difficulties in running a TPDS system.
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‘fail’ and a role for government intervention arises. What are we advocating then?
Should the government, as a matter of practice, regularly interfere with the mar-
ket or not? Those who say ‘yes’ are labelled as liberals and those who say ‘no’ are
the conservatives. The former charge that the latter’s argument for free operation
of a market is justified only in case of a competitive economy without problems
like that of externalities, public goods and so on. But actual economies do have
problems that markets cannot correct by themselves. Therefore, it is imperative
that governments intervene in the markets on a regular basis.

To their benefit, the conservatives are generally aware of the concern of the liber-
als. But their worry is that in the name of intervention, the government may make
things even worse, that is, there could be the problem of government failure also.
It can arise due to lack of information and political imperatives.

Turn to Figure 12.4. Suppose the government does not have good information on
the marginal social benefit and marginal social cost functions. Then it is quite pos-
sible that the government may ‘overshoot’. It may select a tax (as in the example)
higher than what is truly optimal, which may even exceed with the result that
intervention is worse than what the free market delivers despite its problems. This
is a generic problem and not specific to the tax example. Another source of lack of
information is that the government may not have the administrative set-up to cor-
rectly identify the beneficiaries of a programme or those individuals firms that
cause externalities. The outcome could very well be, at best, a second-best situa-
tion with the net benefit being less than the cost of administering a programme
or regulation.

Even if the government may have fairly precise information, political impera-
tives may force policy makers to overshoot. If, for example, a liberal government
is coming to power after a gap, it may wish to please its constituency by going
overboard—by going beyond what may be the optimal degree of intervention or
by deliberately choosing a second-best option. As an extreme example, in the
name of redistribution of income, it may impose such a heavy tax on the relatively
rich that it effectively kills any incentive to be an entrepreneur and produce some-
thing for the society; in such a society, equality will be achieved, no doubt, but
everyone will be poor.5 To summarise, lack of information and political impera-
tives may lead to over-intervention or a second-best intervention.

In sum, there is no simplistic answer to whether conservatism or liberalism is
the way to follow in advocating economic policy. A careful statement will be
something like the following. Yes, there is a role for the government to play but
only in a very selective manner. However, if there is not enough information about
the parameters of a market, the benefit of doubt should go to the free market not
to policy activism, unless the problem is visibly acute.

This sounds a bit conservative, but many economists are likely to agree with
this assessment.

t ,

5Put differently, a sufficiently heavy intervention to redistribute a pie will reduce the size of the pie itself.
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12.1 How is social welfare/surplus defined in relation to production and con-
sumption of a particular good and how does it relate to consumer surplus
and profits?

12.2 What is the condition for maximising social welfare and what is the logic
behind it?

12.3 ‘Equilibrium in a competitive market attains a social optimum or efficiency.’
Defend or refute.

12.4 ‘In a market economy, all are ‘selfish’ in the sense that they wish to max-
imise their own benefit without being directly concerned about the benefit
of others. Yet, their selfish behaviour may lead to a socially desirable out-
come’. Agree or disagree? Give reasons.

12.5 What does the term ‘market failure’ mean?

Economic Facts and Insights

● In measuring social welfare or surplus, consumers’ benefit is represented
by consumer surplus and producers’ benefit by the producers’ surplus or
profits.

● Social surplus in case of a single good is measured by the area between its
demand curve and supply curve. It is maximised when price equals the
social marginal cost.

● The social surplus is also maximised at the competitive equilibrium since
the price = marginal cost condition is met.

● Market failure occurs when a market is not perfectly competitive.
● Even when markets are perfectly competitive, market failure may occur

because of externalities, public goods, minimum consumption requirements
by the poor, asymmetric information and so on.

● A Pigovian tax/subsidy corrects the market failure due to the presence of
negative/positive externalities.

● In case of a public good, non-excludability leads to a free rider problem.
● The market demand curve for a public good is the vertical summation of

individual demand curves.
● High-handed policy interventions have the danger of making the matter

worse, as compared to a free market approach, even if there is a valid rea-
son for policy intervention. This is due to lack of information and political
imperatives.

● Second-best interventions also emerge because of political compulsions.
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